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About This Game

5 Different Spaceships to Unlock and Drive

15 Enhancements to customize the performance of your Spaceship

Third and First view

5 Powerful end-level bosses to defeat

13 long and difficult missions that require all your skill to be completed
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5 Different enemies whose only aim is to make you blow

An extra Boss Rush Mode. Only for true hardcore players (don't try this at home)

  In a distant future or in a remote past…
the Universe has been invaded by an interdimensional terrorist group called Bokor. Travelling through the spirals of

Multiverso, Bokor has set up a base on our planet, with the intention of sucking all the vital energy out of it.

Most of the interplanetary races that have tried to defeat it have failed. On the contrary, others have formed an alliance
with Bokor, with the illusion of being rewarded.

The operation “Riding a Wormhole” is the last chance of survival for our Universe: a suicide mission which consists in
entering the solar system, where Bokor’s leader resides, and attacking him with an array of weapons specially designed to

kill him.

chances Of Surviving Are Low.

You are the captain of the “Human Spacial Navy” and you have volunteered for this crazy mission.
Captain! You are the last chance for all the races of this Universe! Are you ready to face the danger and risk your life for

the safety of of your race and all the others? 

Galactic Fighters is a 3D space-shooter arcade bullet hell made up of 13 levels, in which the player has to fight against waves
of enemy spaceships and bosses to prevent the galaxy from being destroyed by those creatures.

During your adventure you will be able to unlock and use several spaceships provided with weapons and unique characteristics.

What is more is that you could also buy many expansions for your spaceships, in order to improve them! Travel through
different worlds, defeat waves of enemies and bosses... and save the galaxy! Or die trying! =D
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Title: Galactic Fighters
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
StarworkGC
Publisher:
StarworkGC
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Pentium processor T4400 2.2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1.5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Russian
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Create concept, abandoned game.. A pretty nice tool that works pretty well to make some nice pieces of a certain style of
artwork. I don't really find it that useful for anything other than isometric-ish styled stuff but if your making something in that
style, it's great.. I don't care how nostalgic you are. Don't buy this game. The controls are brutal.. Absolute garbage of a game.

There is no options menu, there is barely any user interface, the graphics look horrendus, and there is no strategy. All you can
control is the movement of ships. Nothing else. You control the lead ship in a column of other ships, and you try and maneuver
your line of ships into an advantageous point.

That's it.

Ships fire independently of eachother. You cannot order them to focus fire on one specific ship. You cannot make your
columns of ships break and move independently. There is no easy way to keep track of the entire battle.

Don't buy this. Full stop.. Been testing for awhile, this game is awesome the dev is a really cool guy!. well uh another fnaf
fangame going to steam. i guess

it was pretty interesting knowing your being attacked by animatronics in a police station but i dont exactly understand why there
werent any guns lying around or you had a gun in your inventory.. its a police station after all.

either way its interesting till the 2nd part of the game. this is where the game just straight-up ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ts you with TONS of
lag making it almost impossible to survive while being chased.

its recommended but i sure hope the sequel improves.. A great game for it's price! It does need some polishing in terms of
balancing (I lost twice in the first level but who knows I might just suck), the music could be more enriched, and the enemies
and towers could have more detail. Nonetheless it's a really fun tower defense game!

Check out my gameplay video I did for it on the first level!

https://youtu.be/1Iztqe9dZrY. So far its not bad. There is much more to the map then I expected! The single player challenges
add a lot of fun and the need to unlock new cars and special drops give the game good playabilty! Check out my video to see
some gameplay!
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4jTrxkeqsPk&t=25s. This is a great experience, the graphics are well-done, and you have
all the trappings of a basic platformer\/puzzler here.
you're given a brief tutorial, and then the game thrusts you into the world, doesn't really explain much after that ( although there
are numerous pentagrams that offer context sensitive tips )

the main gameplay is you activating switches with either your character, or clones you can make ( up to 3 ) and they have a
timer - which makes them explode as it runs out . You can also forcibly speed them up as well.
Vast majority of the puzzles require you to activate colored switches to keep progressing within these limitations.
The main chambers all have a boss fight, as well - and those are pretty sweet.
Before you reach the boss, you're given the option to take an easy path, or a hard path - it says you get rewards, but I never saw
anything - I just always did the hardest path.

As i played the game, weird stuff happened on and off - I'm not spoiling it here.
And, there's tons and tons of hidden things. Main case in point, the game comes with a RAR file named BONUS, and you can
find a code in the game to unzip it . I won't spoil what it is, but I will say it's worth it.

The ending to the game, not sure I got the right one? The credits rolled, I was in an FPS segment, and the game force closes
shortly after ( not spoiling a thing )

I noticed after you " beat " the game, you can redo levels to gain a score, and I'm thinking maybe this is something you need to
do in order to achieve a proper ending.

regardless, had a blast playing this and discovering all the nooks and crannies.

Amoung the secret things: morse code puzzles, cryptograms, backmasked audio and single frame images you probably should be
recording to find. literally single frames, haha.

Got some good Pony Island vibes here, and if I can solve the riddle to beating the game properly, I'll update this.
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A great and rare old title. The inabilty to unlock the camera is inexcusable, but this game is hours of card battle/RPG fun..
Easiest game i've ever played so far. Completed all of the achievements in 42 minutes, noice! Good time waster and a nice left
click destroyer. Was not very engaging, very easy and and content is lacking, for 6 NZD it's not worth. Note: I generally play
games without Steam my actual playtime is much higher.

Haque is a brilliant, offbeat little roguelike (it debatably has a few lite trappings but leans more towards like), albeit somewhat
flawed in regards to its difficulty curve. Usually this puts me off off of other RLs but Haque still manages to keep me engaged
by excelling in other areas.

To get the negatives out of the way early, Haque is pretty easy, and particularly so at the start of each game, such that after a few
runs you're likely to never die before the first boss, the difficulty picks up from then on out but it still can't be considered
anywhere as difficult as most RLs. There is a difficulty slider called the "spiciness bar", however what it does is not fully
explained (as far as I can tell it gives enemies more HP and at higher settings improves their elemental resistances), and
increasing the difficulty doesn't appear to unlock any secret endings or provide a score multiplier (the game has morgue screens
but no score/difficulty tracking). If you would prefer a slightly more challenging game I'd advise increasing the difficulty a tad,
though don't go too far or everything becomes a damage sponge, I find playing at about 25% spiciness is prety good.

As for the positives, the character generation system, as well as the general flow of items the game provides and the crafting
system usually allow for (and necessitate) a fair bit of variety between runs, and for a game of modest scale there seems to be a
fair amount of rare item drops and secret crafting recipes which are pleasant little surprises when you discover them. The
combat system is also pretty robust, with a speed system and multipliers for all creature's attack and move speeds, as well as
accuracy, evasion, attack, defense, etc. At the same time nothing is hidden from the player so you can plan builds/item changes
with full knowledge of the upsides and downsides. Laying stats aside though, the core of the combat system is the 4 abilities the
player has, which are provided by your race, class, offhand item and primary hand item respectively. The latter two having a
fairly standard spread of weapons, ranged weapons, magic weapons, magic buff items and shields, every melee weapon also has
an associated special ability so it can be worth hanging onto several for situational uses. To top this all off the selection of
classes and races are pretty novel, this being epitomized by the flagship Eagle Werewolf class, another notable possibility being
Cactus Sorceror.

As for secondary attributes, the game's visuals are minimalistic in style, however each area's tileset has a fair bit of variety that
keeps them from looking samey, with grassy/forested areas looking particularly nice. Many occurences in-game are also
accompanied by visual effects, such as the player munching food or visibly chugging potions then flinging the bottle away,
skeletons shattering and slimes exploding and flinging globs of slime everywhere. The exploding slime effect is particularly
enjoyable, and is spectacular if you manage to defeat multiple slimes in one turn. The game also has a laid back soundtrack
dominated by acoustic guitar, which fits well and is enjoyable to listen to.

Finally, the developer of the game is still supporting it, despite lack of presence on the Steam forums, so bug fixes and small
content updates can be expected in future.

Overall I highly recommend Haque if you're interested in roguelikes or turn-based RPGs, though don't expect an incredibly
challenging game.. Pretty interesting... Good quality.
But i was hope that there was a subtitles... but no :P
Good MKL :)
8/10
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